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chamber.   All the available energy of expansion is absorbed	*	-,
and there are no losses in the compressor.    In this case the
In the ideal engine, there is no loss of heat in the combustion
amber.   All the availabl
nd there are no losses in
efficiency will depend on —
(1) The properties of the working substance ;  (2) the nature	U
and amount of compression; (3) the nature and amount of heat	?
addition, and (4) the nature and amount of expansion. This	^	l
efficiency is called the ideal thermal efficiency of the heat cycle.	;	C0
In practice, there are thermal losses which reduce the avail-
able heat drop.    In addition, no mechanism is perfect, and	°
there are losses both during expansion and during compression.               i	e
The total mechanical losses will depend on (1) the efficiency              i	r
of the expansion mechanism ;   (2) the efficiency of the com-	^
pression mechanism ;  and (3) the ratio of the positive to the	^
negative work.	w
The importance of the last item is often overlooked.   Yet	t
it is generally the deciding factor. It can be shown that an ex-
pansion efficiency of 70 per cent, and a compression efficiency
of 60 per cent, will give an overall efficiency of 42 per cent,
only, when there is a positive to negative work ratio of about
6 ; if this latter ratio is reduced to 2J, the overall mechanical
efficiency becomes zero. However great the ideal efficiency
of the heat cycle employed the practical results in this case	t
would be nil, since the engine would fail even to turn itself round.	t
It is therefore necessary to consider the nature of both
the expansion and the compression mechanism employed.
This may be either a reciprocating piston or a turbine (rotary
blower). In the case of the piston engine the pressure of the
expanding working substance is directly utilized. In the case
of the gas turbine, this is impracticable on account of the
high temperature, and the available energy of expansion is	;
first converted into kinetic  energy by expanding  the  gas	^
through a nozzle.    This kinetic energy is then absorbed by	>i
tne turbine  wheel.    Comparison will now be   made of the	i
working of a heat cycle utilizing either—	if
(a) A piston mechanism	J
or (6) A turbine.	!
(a) Piston Engine.   The piston engine is admirably suited	1
for  working the  internal  combustion  cycle.    The  working	I

